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Opinion
Cancer affects health status of many subjects irreversibly and
dramatically increases morbidity and mortality rate of the affected
cancer patients [1-5]. Standard guidelines for cancer cure and
care are mainly I. Surgery, II. Chemotherapy, III. Radiotherapy IV.
Combination of 1+2 / 1+3 / 1+2+3, and V. Alternative Medicine. All of
these therapeutic approaches have own (dis-)advantages and cause
(un-)known side effects which aggravates health status of patients
toward end stage and risk of septic shock and death, eventually.
Recent research studies in The Netherlands between 5 different
Dutch Hospitals revealed compared to controls who did not get
any chemotherapies, subjects who get chemotherapies with even
modern chemicals did not show any significant progression toward
health [4]. Recall, chemotherapy and radiotherapy induce apoptotic
and necrotic processes in all kinds of cells regardless of they are
normal functioning or cancerogenous. now the question remains
what now? Whether chemo and/or Radiotherapy are necessary to
halt cancerogenous processes needed further blind retrospective
and/or epidemiological follow up studies [1-5]. As a Hematologist
when I look at side effects of cancer treatments, which are caused by
Oncologists and Radiologists, One might debates with all companies
and persons who make profit from such practices that there are no
other business to make income other than manipulating health and
diseases of cancer patients and their families. As already known for
years cancerogenous processes do not kill any subjects by itself.
Tumor by definition is a balloon forming swelling and growth of
cell membranes physically which changes temporarily proteins/

lipids function locally. When this swelling becomes chronic and
being convoyed by pain and increased permeability, and/or loss
of function in the vital organs might Intensive care treatments of
affected person is highly desired.

Though, from all evidence-based recent data become obvious
that it does not mean that affected cancer patient directly supposed
to get full treatments of chemotherapies and/or radiotherapies,
which exacerbates undesirable side effects toward uncontrolled
thrombocytopenia (significant decreased platelets counts) and
septic shocks due to suppressed immune system and increased
risks of infections, however. Platelets during aforementioned
standard cancer therapies might show either hyperactivity and
overexpression of their procoagulation function that results in
thrombosis, or hypoactivity and loss of functions, which results
in severe bleeding disorders, chronically. One might expect
more honest medical and Scientific management of wild usage
of unnecessary chemo- and radiotherapies in cancer patients
wherever would be possible. Taken together, in the 21th Century
our call is to serve patients objectively based on Sciencebased
economy and not Economy-based Sciences and service. Take home
message might be implementation of these recommendations,
either toward relevant Physicians who might reduce potential harm
to patients and increase the value of health care, and also toward the
Regulatory Affairs Managers and organizations, who are approving
such (un-)known practices.
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